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thesis objectives, the application of implemented methods as well as suggestions for 
adjustments taken including formal layout, literature review and citations (formulate on the 
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The diploma thesis deals with the topical issue of the loyalty of employees. The topic is applied on  
a small company in the Liberec region. The first part of the thesis describes theoretical overview of 
the topic. There is explained a relation between loyalty and engagement. Chapter 3 depicts employee 
motivation from the perspective of generations (and specifics of generation Y). In the practical part 
HR processes of the company are analysed. Based on key findings the author of the thesis brings 
proposals to find out about current employee satisfaction and reasons why employees leave the 
company. There are proposed 2 questionnaires (1st for the employee satisfaction survey, 2nd for the 
exit interview). Both are tested on the current or former employees via CAWI method. Also the 
methodology how to work with this tools is a part of the proposal. 
 
It is important to note that it was not easy to find a company willing to cooperate in the region in 
English. The size of the company influcenced the amount of respondents and information value of 
findings, because the company DEX is very small (only 9 employees) and only 50% of them replied 
to the questionnaires (but this factor could not be influenced by the author).  
However it is necessary to point out, at least both proposed tools were tested on respondents which 
proved the structure and content of tools too. I also appreciate that the thesis findings and tools are 
applied in the company in the Liberec region and also linked to the further use in the Sharpen project. 
Formally, there are used sufficient and relevant resources. However, the thesis contains several format 
shortages in graphical tools and diploma thesis design inducing structuring of chapter. 
To sum up the author proved the knowledge in the theoretical and practical frame of the loyalty issue 
and shown the deep interest in the topic of HR. The objective of the thesis was accomplished.  
 
 
 
